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When people ask me how the Oasis performance company started, I usually say, “as a way 
for mountain sport vagabonds to get free entry into music festivals”. This answer is usually 
met with polite laughs and sometimes a little suspicion; and while broadly true, the history of 
the Oasis Performance Company is even more surprising. The truth is that Oasis started with 
a couple of friends playing on a ratchet strap in a park. Over time, this ratchet strap began 
to grow and grow until it was replaced with circus grade webbing and the trees with higher 
and higher trees until finally the trees went altogether and mountains came into play. What 
started as fooling around with a tatty old ratchet strap quickly snowballed into some of these 
individuals rigging and walking the Australian record highline, a 1km long and 300m high 
highline strung in the Blue Mountians. 

What I mean to convey with this story is that the origins of Oasis are really in the act of mixing 
immagination with a fervor for invention. When these characteristics meet, progress becomes 
exponential, and the results become unimaginable. As director of Oasis, I think of this story 
when I think of our future. Ingrained into our DNA is a burning desire to progress beyond the 
horizon. I cannot help but be excited when I think of a future defined by this attitude, a future 
that is yet unimaginable from the hill we stand upon today. 

The past few years were, despite setbacks, a strong period of creative growth for Oasis. 
During this period we created three shows: The Bobblewobbles, Illumination and Harry 
Clapper. Our first show, The Bobblewobbles was produced for Woodford Folk festival and 
told the story of the fictional Bobblewobble Bird through the medium of an aerial pseudo - 
documentary. Despite The Bobblewobbles only being our first move away from pure highline 
demonstrations the show was met with resoundingly good reviews from both festival organisers 
and show patrons. Our second show, Harry Clapper and the Balancers took our experience 
with acrobatic storytelling but projected us into the worlds of showmanship, comedy, music, 
and audience participation. Our latest show, Illumination, was an experiment in a different 
direction, that of sculpture and temporal art. 

In 2022 we will be continuing to grow into these creative spaces as well as experimenting more 
with mixing our acrobatic origins with our performing arts future. To assist with this evolution, 
we will be growing our talent base and engaging new minds from musical performance, 
theatre arts, acrobatics and scripting. With the help of our new talent, and with our passion for 
invention that brought us this far, we hope to set the foundations for our little circus of humble 
origins to become a formidable creative force within the Australian performing arts world.

FROM THE DIRECTOR 

Dan Willersdorf  
Director, Oasis Performance Company



Available Shows 
We use lighting , aerial arts and sculpture to create 
otherworldly spaces that enchant and inspire 
audiences. 

The Bobblewobbles
Genre: 

Available: 

The Bobblewobbles is a reimagination of the 
wildlife documentary, a genre that promotes a 
fellowship with nature. This particular documentary 
segment focuses on the Bobblewobble bird, a 
rare and beautiful parrot that thrives in the South-
East region of Queensland. The show follows the 
young bobblewobbles as they find the courage to 
leave the nest and thrive in a hazardous world.  

Illumination
Genre: 

Available: 

Let Oasis draw your attention to the night 
sky with this enchanting and meditative 
performance. High above the audience a 
glowing form drifts silently through the night. 
The walker’s movements seem to slow down 
time and capture onlookers in a liminal world.  

Harry Clapper & the Balancers 
Genre: 

Available: 

It’s evening time and Oasis is set to deliver a 
dazzling nighttime highline performance when 
disaster strikes. The show’s star performer, 
Balancing Bob, doesn’t show up! Luckily, 
Ringmaster Raleigh is a resourceful fellow and 
soon finds an audience member to take Bob’s 
part. With the help of the audience members, 
Harry, our unassuming audience member, is 
hoisted into the air and the show goes on to 
reveal that our man Harry might not be quite 
what he seemed...

Custom Performance

Work with us to create a custom show for your 
event. You provide a theme and our talented 
team of performers, writers and riggers can 
create a custom and unique performance. We 
can also offer slacklining workshops alongside 
our performances.

pseudo-documentary

Yes

spatial temporal art

Yes

immersive theatre, comedy

Yes

aerial arts, temporal art, 
immersive theatre, comedy, cabaret



Illumination is an aerial performance 
bordering on spatial and temporal art. 
The event places a silent figure adrift 
across the night sky, their luminescent  
costume floating with the wind. The 
event is entirely silent and creates an 
ethereal, liminal space which entrances 
onlookers. 

Illumination was inspired by the 
experience of liminal spaces in nature 
such as watching the movement of 
bioluminescent algae in the sea or the 
flight of fireflies in a forest canopy. As 
such, the performance often invokes 
reflection among the audience about 
the subtle and silent beauty of nature. 
The hope of the performers is that 
the event may have a transformative 
effect on viewers, inspiring them to 
re-consider their place within a delicate 
ecology. 

The piece’s excellent reception among 
audiences and performers has put 
exploring spatial art high on the 
agenda for Oasis in 2022. 

“...high above the 
audience, a lone 
figure drifts across 
the night sky”



WORKSHOPS 
Learn to slackline workshops (at 
ground level) give children and adults 
alike the chance to step on a line and 
challenge themselves to do something 
they thought impossible. 

45 mins 

20

Custom Workshops

Work with Oasis to create a custom 
workshop for your event. Oasis can 
also offer highline training through 
its subsidiary Oasis Slackline 
https://oasisslackline.com.au/. 

Standard Workshops

Duration: 

Participants: 

Our standard slackline workshop 
of 45 minutes gives participants 
enough knowledge to stand on the 
slackline and begin to progress with 
walking. Often conducted alongside 
performances. 
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